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Young Amish woman Amanda and international Cuban superstar Alejandro surprised the world by

tying the knot. But for the celebrated singer, time doesnâ€™t stand still after the big â€œI do.â€•

Alejandro must return to his life on the road and into the fray of a demanding tour and his adoring

fans. After their brief period of marital bliss, the new couple struggles under the mediaâ€™s constant

intrusion into their romance and fights to sustain the bond they first discovered at Amandaâ€™s

Pennsylvanian farmland home. When the paparazzi report a juicy story that could threaten

Alejandroâ€™s reputation and cause Amanda to doubt their promises to each other, the two face a

hardship that may put their budding union at risk. Can their love survive worldwide scrutiny and the

distance his stardom creates between them?Revised edition: This edition of Plain Again includes

editorial revisions.
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Amish love stories usually start with a couple in a courting buggy and wind up with a bride and

groom sitting in the "eck" with a bunch of celery for a centerpiece. Not this one. Amanda falls in love

with Viper, an international hip-hop star she met by accident when his limo ran her down. This third



book in the series is about their new marriage, and the tests that fame puts on the marriage vows.

Paparazzi hound Amanda's Amish village, camping out at Amanda's family farm. Amanda becomes

a celebrity, too, and this takes a toll on the Amish community. This book is a powerful story, and

provides a glimpse into the world of the glitterati, the mega-rich, mega-famous Hollywood kind of life

where reality is stretched, image is all, and there is a dollar sign on every single bottom line. It also

shows the conflict between society and the Amish community. It depicts what happens in a family

when a member decides to "go English," and to not join the church. The bounds of love sometimes

get strained in this story, but the beauty of it is what occurs because of that. Far from being a

Cinderella story where an Amish girl goes from rags to riches with her handsome prince, this is a

story where the shine on the princess' tiara might well be a tad tarnished with a dose of reality. I

liked this book because of that. The story is well told and moves nicely through its stages as does

just about everything Sara Price writes. There is enough clean steaminess in the book to cause

deep sighs of delight among those readers who love romance. A surprise in this book is that the

Amish are not portrayed as perfect purveyors of forgiveness and kindliness. Nobody's perfect, after

all.Sometimes, seeing your own group from the outside is a true eye-opener.
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